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School Climate Audit
Staff Data Snapshot

Research shows that there is a direct correlation between the quality of school life and learning outcomes for

all students. It also shows that school stakeholders - primarily students, teachers, administrators, and families

- are the most significant determinants of the norms, goals, values, organization, structure, and relationships

that define school climate. 

 

This Franklin-Simpson High School  audit is a study conducted by students from the Prichard Committee

Student Voice Team over the 2107-18 school year, and it is comprised of three elements:

 

 

This snapshot is part of a more comprehensive report and also part of a larger effort to improve the education

experience for all students.

1.  Roundtables and interviews with students and staff;

2.  A series of classroom and general school observations; and,

3.  A Panorama Education opinion survey completed by 635 students, 41 staff, and 88 parents or guardians.

What Is a Climate Audit? 

Staff-Student Relationships

Safety and Belonging

7 out of 10 students feel

most of their teachers are

respectful towards them.

68% of staff feel that

relationships between teachers

and students are "quite" to

"extremely" respectful.

“We do have a strong staff, and our administration does

emphasize building relationships with students as the key

piece in building a learning community. ”

And...

40%
40% of students worry about

violence in school at least some

of the time.
84%

84% of students feel that

people are disrespectful

more than "once in a while". 

68%

I know that there are true cases of bullying, but I think a lot of times it is

misinterpreted in the minds of some students.

56%
56% of teachers and other staff believe

students are "quite" to "extremely"

supportive of each other.

Staff-Family Relationships

Nearly 7 out of 10 staff (68%)

report that parents are "quite"

to "extremely" respectful

toward them.

39% of staff feel that it is

"somewhat" to "quite"

challenging to communicate

with students' families.

"We don’t have as many parents show up as they do in

the middle and the elementary level. Most of our parents

that show up at the high school are the freshman parents

because high school is this brand new thin”

And...

39%

Environment

9 out of 10 teachers

(91%) feel that they

work in a "quite" to

"extremely positive"

working environment.

98% of staff feel

trusted to work in the

way they feel best

from "quite a bit" to "a

tremendous amount".

98%"We have a supportive

administration and wonderful

students. Almost every staff member

is there for the students. We want

students to succeed. We want each

other to succeed in the classroom."

Student Engagement

82%
82% of teachers and other staff say students seem

"somewhat" to "extremely" enthusiastic about

being at school most days.

1 out of every 4 students reports being "not at all excited" about going to classes.

But...

A Few More Thoughts
I feel like students get pigeon-holed into a certain group. I hate it. But

with race, I don’t see anything, and it makes me happy because I think

maybe we can finally get past this stuff. The division, I don’t think that

exists, and I could be wrong, but I just don’t see it in class.

There are always going to be kids that

say ‘I don’t have a voice,’ you’re gonna

have that, but at the same time I think

that we do have a lot of kids that feel like

they do have an ownership here.

[My favorite thing about

this school is] when

students have positive

attitudes and share

those with me.

So, what now?
Engage Everyone in Solutions.

Focus on the Least Heard.

Teachers
Support for teacher

agency has created a

sense of teacher

buy-in.

 

 

Consider ways to

improve the involvement

of parents and students

in a similar way.

Students
Student apathy and

disengagement

decrease as the avenues

for participation

increase.

 

Establish more

platforms for students to

participate in strategies

that directly impact their

own education. 

Parents
Initial parent

engagement wanes

over time.

 

 

Co-design with

parents specific

strategies for greater

engagement.

Some students expressed

frustration with a lack of attention

towards the threats of bullying.

Increasing the sense of

belonging means creating a

culture in which disrespect is

not tolerated.

Teachers, parents, and students

can all be involved in

developing policies to address

the problems posed by a

perceived lack of respect.

Be intentional about soliciting 

and responding to the concerns

of students who may be more

marginalized in creating the

safest, most inclusive, most

engaging school possible.

The Student Voice Team is a student-led initiative of the Prichard Committee

for Academic Excellence. Consisting of over one hundred self-selected youth

from across Kentucky, we work to integrate students as research, policy, and

advocacy partners in the efforts to improve our schools.

A few ideas to get you going.


